Help us build a

The elevator pitch

Partnership for
People and Planet

Thomas Paine said “We have it in our power to begin the world over
again.” Isn’t that what we want and need? For us that is not just reforms,
but a ‘new story’ of a global eco-ethical society that cares for people and
planet, not dominated by money and power? Here’s how we can make a
really good start to that in only a few years.
Building local networks of trust: We begin with the people who
share our values, our ‘early adopters’, and connect them into local
networks. You join with people you trust and find a much larger
group of people trusted by those you trust, etc.
We build a reputation system - for service to people and planet to hold
the trust. It keeps the core values in peoples’ minds at all times and steers
activities towards them.
We build local mutual support and exchange systems around
these trust networks. The trust allows us to use gift economy
(organised exchange of favours) as well as money (buying, selling,
employing, loyal customers).

A world organised to serve the wellbeing of
people and planet, not money and power
An achievable vision...
and how to grow it

A pamphlet by Dr Gary Alexander

£$€¥

Each local network has a solid business model once started. It is
funded by levying a small transaction fee on every money-based
exchange.

All the local networks are structured internally as effective
cooperatives. From the start they are linked regionally and
globally for stability, synergy, adaptability and identity.

These linked local networks become a template, growing rapidly until they reach a
tipping point, as the birth of a new, global eco-ethical society that cares for people
and planet, and is not dominated by money and power.
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Is this you?
Are the core values of caring for people and planet central to your worldview?
Would you like to see a world in which they are what drives the economy and
society, not power, money and economic growth?
Do you agree that our current society based on money and power, with growing
inequality, endless poverty, war and human misery, with throwaway consumption
and totally disastrous environmental destruction is truly mad, i.e. dysfunctional
and destructive?
That a radically new vision – that actually works and is sustainable – is needed,
not just marginal reforms?
Are you looking for, or working towards such an alternative vision?
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My perspective
How do I have the audacity (or is it naïveté, stupidity or creeping senility?)
to say that a change to ” a world organised to serve the wellbeing of
people and planet, not money and power” is achievable quickly? To say,
for example, we could make a significant start within 5 years leading to
rapid growth, and then a tipping point, so that by 2050, it could be
approaching mainstream to the extent that mobile phones are now.
That idea is new to me. I’ve been thinking, dreaming and writing about this for
decades, but it is only in the past half year that I’ve become convinced that a
breakthrough is possible in the short term, that our movement is so well advanced that
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a good push could see it take off. That most of the needed ingredients are near or
ready.
Perhaps it is my age? I’ve just turned 75, born in 1943 during the global catastrophe of
the Second World War. I’ve seen enough major change in my lifetime to know that it is
possible.
The IT ‘revolution’: There were no computers or mobile phones in my childhood.
Now mobile phones transform the lives of poor third world farmers. The IT
‘revolution’ was started up by a few enthusiasts and grew to mainstream in a few
decades. No shots were fired. No governments were overthrown. That is how this
will happen too, starting with enthusiasts. Friends who, 25 years ago, were sure
they would never use computers now are never off them. The IT revolution made
economic globalisation possible, and is now making a coordinated, decentralised
self-governing economy possible. The extra bits needed are all familiar (trustbased networks, reputation).

food, protecting the land, sea and other parts of the environment and simply caring for
our communities. Many of those closest to me share these values. Many try to live
their lives in accordance with them. Some are active in causes, campaigns and
projects to further them.
While I think we are a minority, we are not that small. There are vast numbers of
people, projects, organisations, and, increasingly, businesses that also care
passionately about people and planet. We are a large, but very loose movement.
These are the starting points that give me a lot of hope. The key is linking them to
form larger wholes for their mutual benefit. It is a major reason I think the vision in this
pamphlet can achieve a breakthrough within a small number of years.
The zeitgeist is right, many of the parts are in common use, people are ready for
this.

Environmental dangers: Environmental awareness just wasn’t there when I was a
child. It came into public consciousness when I was a young adult, and has grown
from first awareness to a state where we are hitting global limits: extreme weather
events, droughts and storms, a massive extinction of species, vast pollution due to
plastic and chemicals. That is why this change is so urgent.
Major political change: I’ve witnessed the rise and then fall of Communism, and of
many dictatorships. China has become the leading ‘capitalist’ nation while still
communist. The United Nations was set up to provide peaceful global governance
(but was always crippled by power politics).
Major economic change: Globalisation as we now see it, with a small number of
giant global corporations dominating every area of the economy, wasn’t there
when I was a child. Most businesses were relatively small and local, or at best,
national. (Think of the diversity of cars in the 1950s and 60s.)
A sense of the Earth as a whole, and of the human family as a whole: Racism and
sexism were totally normal when I was young, but globally are now seen as
extreme and repugnant although still fairly common. Seeing the Earth from space
was seminal. Our mass media and social media take us into each others’ lives and
wars and tragedies across the world. A convergence of cultures, clothing, the look
of cities, lets us identify strongly with all people. The idea that all the world’s
people could learn to work together now feels quite plausible (but certainly not
inevitable!).

For people and planet...
‘Caring for people and planet’, ‘serving the wellbeing of
people and planet.‘ We hear this a lot.
For myself and many I know, these are our core values,
coming from our deepest sense of identity: we see ourselves
as part of the human family which is in turn part of the family
of life on Earth, all totally interdependent, all literally related
as one family. We see looking after people and planet as
looking after our larger self: that of which we are a part, that
which is necessary for our survival. It is not altruistic!
For people with these values, looking after people means treating all with respect and
appreciation, enjoying the wonderful diversity of humanity with its myriad perspectives
and strengths, not just those with similar cultural backgrounds and lifestyles. It means
seeking to work together for mutual benefit, seeing yourself as on the same side, not
in competition for power or money.

I am one of the many people who has come to see “caring for people and planet” as a
good summary of my core values, encapsulating many other issues such as social
justice, democratic governance, fair trade, respectful treatment of animals, sustainable

For a business with these values, it means a collaborative relationship with your loyal
customers, serving their needs rather than enticing them to use your services,
charging fair prices based on your costs rather than as much as the market will bear. It
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means treating your employees and suppliers well, paying them fairly, not getting the
most out of them while giving back as little as you can.
Looking after the planet includes awareness of quite how traumatic human effects on
the natural world have become. It means trying to act in your work and daily life so
that it is healthier and more resilient.
For a business it means awareness of the environmental
impact of what you do, including offering high quality, long
lasting products, not stuff that is disposable, throwaway, or
quickly obsolescent. It means making things that can be
repaired, reused, with parts that can be recycled, so that all
wastes can be inputs to some other process. It means
minimising energy use and packaging.
These values are certainly not the social mainstream, but
there are very many people, businesses and organisations that are dedicated to them
or are willing to work towards them.

We often think of human history as starting with civilisation, but it doesn’t. During the
roughly 300,000 previous years during which Homo Sapiens evolved, we lived in small
co-operative bands. Our evolutionary niche was to become the ultimate co-operative
ape. Language and culture enabled us to learn from our elders and ancestors. We are
extraordinarily empathetic compared to all other animals. Our hands, faces, bodies
and emotions are adapted to co-operative living.
Before money, gift economies: In a gatherer-hunter culture, without money, people
work together to get food, build their shelters, look after the young and ill, join in
ceremonies and celebrations that strengthen their social bonds.
This was not barter or primitive money where an exchange happens only if both
parties have something to offer that they see as of equal value.
Instead, this is ‘generalised exchange’2 (more recently referred to as the ‘gift
economy’) where everyone gives to and receives from a group with whom there is an
ongoing give and take relationship. There is an expectation of rough overall balance
over time but not at each transaction.
Exchange is much easier without the need to balance each transaction. There is much
less accounting to do, much more flexibility. Especially, things are done for the right
reasons: to serve the other, not to obtain something in return. The vision in this
pamphlet brings back strong gift economy elements.
Our hearts crave being part of a supportive community, giving and receiving from
those we trust. That is central to the vision in this pamphlet, and is why, if we can get it
started, it will take off

NOT for power and money
Can we actually imagine a human society that isn’t dominated by power and money?
Yes! The present level of inequality is not inevitable, nor are top-down hierarchies. The
emperor has no clothes!
Our present globalised economy – where every area is controlled by a small number of
giant global corporations – is an extreme and is only a few decades old. These massive
corporations go to great trouble to optimise making money for their shareholders, rather
than optimising them to serve their supposed functions, eg. providing food, goods,
transport, etc. often at the expense of their employees, customers, and especially, of the
environment.
Hierarchical, power based societies started with the earliest civilisations, some 5000
years ago. Those earliest empires built the first standing armies. Money was invented
as a means of paying armies in those early civilisations.1
1

David Graeber, Debt, the first 5,000 years, Mellville House, 2011.
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Towards a global nervous system
The full ‘new story’: The vision of our new eco-ethical society is a globally cooperative society optimised to look after people and planet. It could metaphorically be
seen as a global nervous system.
Although humanity evolved for 300,000 years to become intensely co-operative
beings within their local cultures, all those tribes and local hunter-gatherer cultures

2
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were anything but united and were often in conflict with each other. Standing armies
might have started with civilisation, but wars were around for much longer.

“...private companies and cooperatives work together in flexible networks that
combine a number of smaller firms into joint projects.”

Then, with agriculture, began a period of settled life, followed by the past 5,000 years
of increasingly power and money-based societies (but with lots of wonderful cultural
advances too!). Through that period we developed the technology and communication
to create a globalised economy and learned the disastrous consequences of a power
and money based society: massively destructive wars, and a money-optimised
economy that destroys the environment and creates vast human inequality and
misery.

I, and many people I respect, prefer the ‘viable systems model’5 developed by the
cybernetician, Stafford Beer. It was developed for management structures, and is
based upon the way the nervous system is organised. Ostrom’s commons principles
and the networks of co-operatives seem to be consistent with viable systems.

It may even be that we needed to take that power and money-based society just to the
edge of disaster before we could see beyond it. Among the various lessons we
learned were that violent revolutions rarely lead to the kinds of progressive societies
they envisage and that centrally-planned and controlled societies have consequences
as bad as those based on market approaches.
A lot of work over the past few decades has clarified many practical aspects of such
an eco-ethical society and there is a lot of consensus in the movement. Renewable
energy is the biggest success story, but we also have clear ideas about
environmentally sound food systems, ‘circular economies’ for no waste production,
efficient housing and buildings, and much more.

Essentially, the idea is to put as much responsibility and decision making as possible
at the lowest levels of an organisation, to the people actually doing the work, but with
co-ordination to ensure that they are taking into account the needs of their customers
or clients, suppliers, similar local groups, and the wider environment. The same
approach is used at different scales, possibly within an organisation if it is big enough,
locally, regionally, nationally, and globally as appropriate. The key words are
‘autonomy’ and ‘synergy’.
At each scale there are the groups or organisations that do the actual work, and also a
co-ordinating group, drawn from them, to help them work together effectively to make
sure the parts come together to form a new, integrated whole. The people handling the
co-ordination aren’t ‘bosses’ who can tell the others what to do.

Getting past power and hierarchy: There has been much less clarity and consensus
in our movement around a desirable social structure. There are still many who look to
a powerful centralised state to regulate the big corporations and provide needed
services for the population. This is despite its past difficulties, especially the difficulty
of centralised control matching the variety of individual needs, as for example, the
sense of oppression often caused by welfare systems. Another strand sees the
competitive free market as the optimum structure, but perhaps with a moral
commitment to caring for people and planet.
A newer strand gaining much ground is reviving the structures of traditional commons,
where communities look after their common resources (ex. fisheries, water resources).
Elinor Ostrom’s 3 work is seminal in this. She has abstracted a set of principles across
very many examples that ensure effective and fair governance. Related to this are
networks of co-operatives and small businesses that work together to form an
effective larger scale organisation. The Emilia-Romagna region in Northern Italy is
often given as a good example of this 4.
“(It) has the strongest cooperative economy in Europe, with employee cooperatives representing 30% of the GDP and involving 57% of the population.”

3

Elinor Ostrom, Governing the Commons, Cambridge University Press, 1990.

4

https://wiki.p2pfoundation.net/Emilia-Romagna
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The Plan
That’s enough theory and background. How do we actually make this breakthrough
happen? I see it starting in three phases, culminating in a big public launch of a set of
globally linked local community partnerships in 2 - 3 years time:
Phase 1 Recruitment - Publicly saying “Yes!” to the overall vision: We start a
major publicity campaign aimed at people who strongly share the core values
(enthusiasts, not the sceptical majority) asking them to sign up to it in principle. Will
you say: Yes, I want a world organised to serve the wellbeing of people and planet,
not money and power! Do you agree that this is the overall ‘new story’ that unites
5
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Jon Walker, The VSM Guide, http://www.esrad.org.uk/resources/vsmg_2.2/
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many views, campaigns and groups? Will you work towards it or at least join as it is
starting? Will you help fund it?
This first sign-up step needs to be presented as the start to the building of the
collaborative eco-ethical economy in the next two steps. It should be especially
targeted at businesses that share the values, building and extending a market in
which they have a strong selective advantage compared to businesses that can
reduce costs by exploiting customers, suppliers and the environment.
The obvious target of the campaign would be traditional progressive groups, working
on environmental issues, human rights, economic justice, democratic governance,
respectful treatment of animals, sustainable food, and so on.

For businesses, there will be spaces for your attitudes towards employees and
suppliers, and for transparency on finances, especially wages and salaries, perhaps a
ratio of highest to lowest salaries.
The reputation system really becomes powerful once the system of mutual support/
exchange gets started. For every transaction that comes through (whether for money or
as a favour), the system generates a receipt that becomes part of your public reputation.
It has spaces for both parties to rate each other (if they can and want to) separately for
care for people and care for planet. This keeps the core values of caring for people and
planet central to the attention of the community. It is how money is toppled from its
pedestal as the social driving force.

There could also be less obvious candidates. The decentralised nervous system-like
economic vision, with its local autonomy is actually much closer to what many hardcore free marketeers want than is the present globalised economy. The organised,
bottom-up community-caring-for-itself, rather than a centralised big-government-led
welfare and regulatory system is much more like what many anti-big-government
people are looking for, than much of traditional left-wing politics.

The trading system gives the choice of being paid for doing or giving something, or
doing it as a favour. You can ask for help from a small group, so you aren’t putting a
single friend under pressure. The ethos is to ask freely for things that you might
otherwise have to pay for.

This ’new story’ crosses traditional political and ideological boundaries. It envisages a
society that really works, a society that is what people want in their hearts.
Phase 2 A mutual support system that links these people/businesses through
trust-based networks and a reputation system: This should be done in parallel with
the recruitment campaign, as soon as first versions of the software can be developed.
It is the real start to a Partnership for People and Planet.

Phase 3 Setting up the local community partnerships: Simply setting up the
trading and reputation systems is a major beginning, but without the ‘nervous systemlike organisational structure’ it will not feel like ‘a society organised to serve people
and planet, not money and power’. That structure is what provides coherence,
resilience, learning and the ability to function at large scales, so it can seriously begin
to replace the present economy.

We invite people and businesses to join a social network based upon trust, reputation
and exchange. We recommend that people join together with friends that they are
willing to mark as trusted. And also to look through the businesses that are included
and mark those that they trust, and mark if they are regular customers.

It will need a lot of preparation, undertaken during phases 1 and 2. It needs to be
treated like a franchise, with sufficient support and materials so that any local group
that wants to start a community partnership will find that easy, and will get help with
difficulties once started.

The social network should be designed to show chains of trust, so members will
immediately find themselves part of a group they trust, and a much larger group of
those trusted by those they trust, etc. They are invited to choose these people and
businesses first in their everyday lives.

There needs to be a global core group that organises this, including:

Reputation for serving people and planet is the big feature that sets this global
partnership aside from other initiatives. It creates the social pressure that is the
alternative to money and power.
When joining, you complete a personal profile giving your position on serving people
and planet. There may be a set of statements for you to agree or disagree with, plus
space for your own views.

The result for individual members is that they find that they get practical support for all
kinds of things, and can live for less money, overall strengthening our movement.

Material for recruitment, in several languages and cultural versions, that presents
the vision and helps people to envisage a local incarnation.
Advice and support on organisational start up and development (there is
certainly a lot of this around already).
Making links and connections with potential communities, possibly based in
existing groups such as Transition Towns or ecovillages.
Funding so that some of the main work can be done by paid people.
Timeline for the three phases:
Phase 1: One year – recruitment, fundraising and development of the first versions of
the social network with trust, reputation and exchange.
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Phase 2: Years 2 and 3 – first deployments of and further development of the social
network. Development of the support material for community partnerships.
Phase 3: Years 4 and 5 – A big launch of a set of community partnerships around the
world, all connected to each other for support and learning in this ‘nervous-systemlike’ structure.
This all-at-once big launch is certainly my preferred option. Small, incremental growth
would just be another project, another starting point. We want this to be the ‘metaproject’, the catalyst that pulls the starting points together, that enables a whole
movement to function as a self-organised whole, and that demonstrates and
publicises the possibility of a society not driven by money and power.
After the big launch: Once launched, the local networks will begin to have strong
positive effects on their members. Although tiny, they will have a disproportionate
effect on the surrounding communities, especially if the local groups keep a high pubic
profile.
People will see the extent to which local businesses (and local governments) do or do
not care about people and planet.
The Partnerships will be seen as attractive to bright and skilled people, and to the
many businesses and organisations that share the values of caring for people and
planet. For businesses, they offer a group of committed customers, to stabilise them
financially, and a broad boost in reputation.

Our imaginary commentators from the future:
Jess (Coordinator): Our Community Partnership was one of the earlier
ones. My brief was to raise awareness, recruit people and businesses,
and then have a launch.
We weren’t to launch until we had enough members and services lined up
so we would have enough to make a significant difference to our lives
(and enough so we could reduce our need for money).
Especially, it had to be clear from the start that we were launching a real alternative to
mainstream society – a support network that was genuinely under community control
and that wasn’t hierarchical and power based, but a new, true democracy.
We had some funding from the Global Core Group, and raised more from local
businesses and crowd funding, enough to pay me to work half-time and a few others
part-time to coordinate the various areas.
Personally, it has been wonderful for me. I get to work on something I am passionate
about. As a busy single person I get lots of vital help, especially with my elderly
parents, but also repairs and handiwork around my house, and lots of clothes
circulating among people with similar tastes.
Jemma (Fun Squad – Community Building) My part is so great,
because it gets to people’s hearts. It is the core of the Community
Partnership: people meeting to enjoy each others’ company and to build
and maintain trust.
A few of us organise a series of regular events, mostly designed to require
little effort. We have shared meals, meetings, gigs, dances and also camps and
festivals. We often have entertainment, and always have a short presentation where
we explain about the Community Partnership, and help people to join and use it.
We are effectively a separate business, who mix volunteers and paid organisers. The
volunteering helps with people’s reputation.
I don’t know how I managed before it. I was financially on the edge, but the support I
get with my baby (babysitting, clothes, toys, equipment), plus lifts, deliveries, used
stuff and some meals makes a huge difference to me.

A local community partnership
As the publicity campaign for the overall vision of a world organised to serve people
and planet, not money and power, gets into full swing, and a trust and reputationbased exchange system begins to grow, I am sure many local community groups will
want to extend this to the full nervous-system like support system.

Tyrone (Geek Squad – Communications) I am part of a group of
mostly young people who find tech stuff easy. We organise the online
side of the Partnership. It keeps people in touch outside the events,
lets them ask for help, arrange favours and exchange for money.

To present this in a way that helps you to identify with it, I’ve used the device of a set
of fictional characters from about 5 years in the future, describing their experiences to
show what a local community partnership might be like.

We have set up a local version of the Partnership social network giving people a local
ID that is also valid on all the similar Partnerships around the world. (Just one ID!) It is
the keeper of people’s reputation and maintains the trust of our members. We are
passionate about privacy and never sell members’ data to advertisers.
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We are really proud of our trading system. It uses both gift economy (doing favours for
each other) and money exchange. We have specialised apps for different areas, like
urgent help, travel, childcare.
Our special feature is that we provide general technical support to our members, not
just for our network but for all their problems with phones, tablets, laptops, etc. Me and
my friends have lots of regulars who call us up whenever they get stuck. We get paid
for some of this, but do some as favours.
We are a separate business, but linked to the others. Our income comes from
transaction fees and from supporting members. Everyone knows that the money we
make goes to support the community.
For me, I get some income when I want it from my tech support, but also from helping
at Frank’s farm. I get lots of rides, the odd meal, clothes, and all sorts of favours. I feel
much freer.
Gran: (Care Squad) The Care Squad is organised by people like me,
who are less able physically because they are elderly, have disabilities or
are housebound, but have clear minds and good organising skills. This
Partnership means we can play a vital part in our community and live
much more active lives.
We make a point of knowing lots of people and finding out what they
need, whether it is child care, or when people are ill, or need physical help. We also
look for people who are looking for favours to do or small amounts of money to earn
and recruit them to offer caring of all sorts.
This has changed my life. I do a little cooking of prepared meals as well as the Care
Squad. I love the time I spend playing with children, babysitting, which gives their
mums time out. I am always meeting people. I can now manage without a car. I am
much more sociable and much less poor.
Frank (Food Squad): I’ve been a small scale organic farmer for many
years, making a precarious living, selling at Farmers’ Markets (which I
never liked). Now my business is much more solid. I know the same is
true for many other environmentally-aware businesses around here,
because the Partnership has given us a solid market.
I have a lot more regular customers who are very satisfied because I can match their
needs, so I have a great reputation. The Transport and Delivery Squad collects my
produce twice a week and takes it to a few drop off points and direct to some
customers (no more Farmers’ Markets). I have a large group that works for me from
time to time. Some are paid and some do it for the crack of it.
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Liz and Jeremy
Liz (seamstress, Peacemaker,) My main contribution is as a
seamstress, making clothes, repairing and upscaling them, which has
become quite a nice little business for me.
I am also part of the Peacemaker team, which is vital to keeping the community
working, and keeping it free from people seeking power. There are all kinds of conflicts
that pop-up even in this network of people that ‘care for people and planet’, in families,
between neighbours, over reputation entries. The ethos is for people to solve
problems themselves, but we are called in if they can’t. We are automatically notified
when there are very poor reputation ratings.
Jeremy (Fixit brigade, craftsman): I think of myself as an artist/craftsman, and the
Community Partnership has allowed me to do much more of that, make a modest
income from it, and live more in harmony with my ideals. I do a lot of repairs for
people. I can ‘improve’ furniture and turn scrap into art and practical stuff.
We have children and a full family life, so the Partnership makes our lives so much
easier, and cheaper. The kids get taken places and collected, sometimes fed and
entertained. The events are a large part of our social life.
Jen (Coordinator): There is so much more to say and so little space. Two
big omissions are the Transport and Delivery Squad, and the Energy
People.
But you will be interested in the way it is all co-ordinated. I am part of the
Coordinating group, drawn from members of the other groups. We have
four main functions:
Stability: We have regular meetings with each group to see whether it is functioning
well, to offer support where needed. Conflicts do arise between people, but we have
the Peacemaker group to handle that when needed. We have learned to handle
people who abuse any power they have firmly but with sympathy.
Synergy: We keep a careful watch for ways in which different groups can support
each other and make best use of the strengths of each. How can the collective
resources be allocated for these purposes?
Adaptation: We liaise with other Community Partnerships nearby and with the global
coordinating group, and bring back ideas that strengthen us.
Policy and identity: There are various issues that affect all our members. We
organise discussions and polls to resolve these. We try to ensure that there is
agreement on fundamental principles and policies, so all are working to the same
goals.
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And a final comment, all the income we make goes to us, and our members get to
decide how it is spent. They get to set any rules. They often tell me how much more in
control of their lives they feel.
Kerala
rocks!

Priya (Part of global core group): This is not just a network of the
West. I am from Kerala in India, which is known as a place that is
‘poor but well off’, in health, life expectancy, education, land reform.
I am also part of the global core group that started the whole
project. From the start we recruited groups from many parts of the
world, created resources to help them work effectively and keep
them in touch with each other.

But the local networks are not just vaguely, “in touch” with each other. We are using
our best understanding of how a non-power-based society needs to work, using the
nervous-system-like viable systems approach.
The result is a growing sense of global solidarity, of being part of a world-wide
movement that is creating a new ethos for the world.
Gary: To summarise the key points in this vision:
1.We are building a support network based on trust, starting with those
that share values. It gives them practical personal benefits, a huge boost
in their sense of self and purpose, and in their confidence for the future.
2. The reputation system is a game changer. It levels the playing field:
anyone, rich or poor, can have a good reputation. Looking at how it grows is a clear
measure of what really matters: wellbeing of people and planet. It focusses people on
that and is a genuine alternative to chasing money and power.
3.Trust and reputation allow an organised gift economy. This further builds the sense
of connection and community. It helps people to see that money isn’t so vital, that gift
economies can work better where applicable. It rewards volunteering, including
working on environmental and social projects, and can reduce pressures on
overstretched public services.
4.The social structures we are setting up are not hierarchical, not power based, and so
give people a taste of what it is like to have more control over their lives. Decision
making is kept at the level of people concerned. Problems are carefully caught (eg. by
the reputation system) and handled (by the ethos and the Peacemaking groups).
Synergy is carefully cultivated. Adaptation and learning about new situations are built
in. A strong sense of identity is created when local people make their own rules and
norms.
Learning and self-examination are built in to the social structure, so that mistakes are
corrected and the best ideas are shared and developed.
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Epilogue: Becoming Mainstream
We’ve discussed the early stages of this vision, where its impact would still be
relatively marginal. That is hard enough to foresee, but beyond that is even harder to
envisage, as the effects on mainstream society cannot be predicted.
There is likely to be resistance, but of what form? There may be places where key
aspects of the vision are banned and suppressed. That is only to be expected.
Because all the local parts are connected and support each other, they will be able to
do as best as possible. The network will grow where it can, and that will strengthen all
of it.
Dramatic change in mainstream society is likely anyway. We are in highly volatile
times. There could be economic breakdowns in some places, or even more generally.
The Partnership, with its new story will provide an alternative for those affected.
Many businesses will find the new vision hugely attractive. They can develop a niche
market of satisfied customers and suppliers that give them financial stability. As they
move towards the Partnership, some many need to restructure and transform
themselves into decentralised and locally-responsive, environmentally-friendly
organisations, so that their employees continue to be supported and their resources
continue to be used.
The new ethos will mean that for the brightest and most able, chasing a well-paying
but stressful career is no longer attractive, replaced by growing a strong reputation as
a mover and shaker of the new vision.
It will be clear and measurable that more people, organisations and businesses are
moving into the ‘wellbeing of people and planet’ camp, so that if conventional
indicators such as GDP decrease, they will be increasingly seen as false indicators,
false goals, set in the service of questionable values.
A tipping point: There is likely to be a tipping point, perhaps when the Partnership
reaches 5 - 10% spread in the community, where a very rapid transformation occurs. It
will become obvious that a society driven by wellbeing of people and planet really
works for everyone, that being a significant part of a community that looks after itself
provides much more happiness and personal satisfaction than being rich and
powerful. Being driven by money and power will be increasing recognised as
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destructive madness, left over from the brief few thousand years when humanity
expanded to dominate the planet.
Then the big changes will occur. We will feel that we are growing a global society that
is acting like a nervous system for the whole living Earth and all its wonderful and
diverse people.

Partnership for
People and Planet

We are working together for its wellbeing. Is this what would you like to be doing? I
can’t imagine anything better!

A world organised to serve the wellbeing of
people and planet, not money and power
An achievable vision...and how to grow it.

Is this for you?
Would you put your energy into it? Would you help me to catalyse our movement as
described here? Help spread the full new story, of building a global eco-ethical
society that cares for people and planet, not dominated by money and power and
doing it quickly.
At this very early stage there are a lot of important tasks: Recruiting people and
businesses that share the values of caring for people and planet. Building more
visions like this, of all sorts, and presenting them to people. Running workshops to get
people’s reactions and learn from them. Contacting people and projects with
overlapping visions, learning from them and sharing what this vision has to offer.
Especially, building preliminary versions of the software, to try out the reputation and
the exchange. Building the rest of the infrastructure: preparing ground for the local
networks. Raising funds to enable people to do all of this professionally.
What are your strengths and contributions?

A pamphlet by:
Dr Gary Alexander, who has been passionate about
people and planet for most of his life. He has written
about, dreamt about and worked towards sustainable
communities since the 1970s. He worked for the UK
Open University for 37 years, helped invent online
learning, helped create Summer Schools, Dance
Camps, Fairs, was a Trustee of the Transition
Network, is a musician and
dances Argentine tango.
See his earthconnected.net website where you can
download a free eBook version of his book eGaia,
Growing a peaceful, sustainable Earth through
communication, many other papers, videos, talks and
more.
Contact: garyalex@earthconnected.net .
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